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FINANCIAL SITUATION 2021



UNDP received $5.3 billion in annual 
contributions in 2021, 4% lower than 2020. 

Contributions to core, thematic funding, 
pooled funds and third-party cost sharing 
declined while government cost-sharing and 
vertical funds contributions increased. 

Third-party cost sharing continues to make up 
the largest share of earmarked resources to 
UNDP making up 32% of total contributions. 

The mobilization of $3.8 billion in SDG bonds 
in 2021 demonstrated UNDP’s growing reach 
in innovative finance.

FUNDING HIGHLIGHTS 2021
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FUNDING COMPACT 

Progress on funding compact commitments 

(tracked at entity level) 
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Three years of funding compact implementation show a mixed picture, with several Member States lagging 

behind in their commitments. 



STRATEGIC PLAN (2018-2021)

Programme expenditure versus resource plan, 2018-2021
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FUNDING OUTLOOK (2022-2025)

Integrated Resources Plan 2022-2025 Use of resources 2022-2025



THE CRITICALITY OF CORE FUNDING

To respond quickly and flexibly before, during and after an 
emergency 

To support those most in need 

To leverage additional non-core funding 

To invest in greater transparency, oversight, 
accountability and risk management

To spur innovation and thought leadership 



THEMATIC OFFERS

Signature Solutions Funding Windows
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

• How should UNDP and the UN development system
navigate the uncertain funding outlook for 2022 and
beyond?

• How can we ensure progress in the implementation of
the funding compact and reciprocity between UNDS
entities and Member States commitments?

• What does it take to shift funding from highly earmarked
project level funding to more flexible thematic funding?
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